Description: The typical spark plug consists of an outer shell, a connecting terminal, a core,
a seat area, a center electrode, and one or more ground electrodes. Spark plugs used
steel/nickel electrodes traditionally, but newer plug designs use electrodes made of precious
metals such as platinum or even gold/palladium alloy. These types of electrode materials are
much less susceptible to erosion, provide longer life and tend to resist fouling better than their
predecessors. Most engines use one spark plug per cylinder, although some engines use
two. Spark plugs come in different configurations, such as different threads, seats, "reach
lengths", and heat ranges.
Purpose: The spark plug ignites the air/fuel mixture inside the cylinder. This occurs when
high voltage, triggered at precisely the right instant, bridges the gap between the center and
the ground electrodes. The end result is an even burning of the air/fuel mixture inside the
cylinder. The spark plug also provides a secondary purpose of helping to channel some heat
away from the cylinder.
Maintenance Tips/Suggestions: Typical replacement intervals range between 30,000 and
100,000 miles, depending on the vehicle and the type of spark plug. Always consult your
owner's manual for your specific vehicle. Symptoms of one or more faulty spark plugs include
poor gas mileage, a failed emissions test, and rough running/poor acceleration with the
engine under load. A bad spark plug can cause engine misfire, triggering the SERVICE
ENGINE SOON or CHECK ENGINE light to appear. If this is the case, it's best to have the
cause checked out immediately by a professional technician. This is especially true if the
SERVICE ENGINE SOON or CHECK ENGINE light flashes rather than staying steadily lit.
Neglecting these warning signs can cause expensive damage to the catalytic converter,
requiring replacement. Always use the correct spark plugs for your vehicle, following the
exact recommendations of the spark plug manufacturer for your specific engine and vehicle.
Spark plugs should be installed per the manufacturer's recommendations, ensuring the
electrodes are gapped properly and tightened sufficiently into the cylinder head.
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